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Even in the realm of facts, too. She tells it with good
Cutler is frequently wrong. For humor and good sense.
example, Cardinal Spellman
was not the primate of the
United States, as here stated.
Knights of Si .Gregory do not
wear vestments, at least so far
as I know.
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ingenious airline stewardess to
bake, during a transatlantic
flight, "a cake four feet long
and three feet high surmounted
by a replica of St. Peter's
*
'
Basilica." "When the cardinal
was a pastor he had curates,
but he certainly did not have
"curators," as the book has it.
And so on.
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Something of the unique
Cushing flavor does c o m e
through, but the unique genius
is not distilled or defined, and
the true stature of the cardinal
'is not determined.
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Into which category can we
fit Jean Davis Glynn's book
"Answer Me, Answer Me"t
which is subtitled 'What's the
Church Coming To?" (Bruce;
$4.95). She appears ir* it under
her own name, and what she
recites would seem to be something in which she was directly involved, But then there
are aspects of the book which
might pertain more to the.dences of faction than to those
of factual reporting.
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